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GET THE BEST FROM YOUR INVESTMENTS WITH OUR ADVANCED 

FLEET TRACKING AND ASSET MANAGEMENT SOLUTION 

The AiR Asset Management System (AiR AMS) is a complete fleet tracking solution that 

combines the power of telemetry technologies, intuitive data collection, and integration with third 

party safety devices to provide a consolidated solution designed to help your business: 

 Improve profitability 

 Reduce costs 

 Improve safety 

 Improve maintenance  and reliability 

 Improve operator satisfaction 

 Reduce administration tasks and procedures 

 Reduce theft of time and equipment 

Our solution provides the above benefits by employing a wide range of technologies including: 

 GPS tracking 

 Automated data gathering through the use of advanced sensors 

 Operator input with simple to use and highly configurable touch screen interface 

 Powerful backend processing and analytics 

 Production interfacing. 

 Integration with HazardAvert proximity detection and collision avoidance hardware. 

AiR AMS provides all of the tools and reporting that you need in a single easy to use web based 

environment, available to anybody in your organisation instantly.  

Every piece of AiR AMS hardware has been designed to be rugged, reliable, simple to install and 

require little to no maintenance. 

We can customise solutions to meet your requirements including production monitoring and 

analysis, specific utilisation calculations and specialised monitoring and reporting. 

  

 

AIR IS NOT JUST TELEMETRY 

AIR IS REAL INFORMATION FAST ! 

INCREASING PROFIT BY 

REDUCING COSTS. 
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FEATURES SUMMARY 

Our fully featured system can be installed on any equipment regardless of brand or size – some 

of our currently operating solutions include: 

 Excavators 

 Front end loaders 

 Skid steer loaders 

 Forklift trucks 

 Drilling rigs  

 Tug boats 

 Static cranes 

 Fixed plant solutions including: 

 Scrap metal balers 

 Scrap metal shears 

 Scrap metal shredders 

 Loading conveyors 

 Grinding plant 

Some of the exciting features you could be experiencing with AiR AMS include: 

 Utilisation and efficiency tracking 

 Operator tracking 

 Downtime management with delay reason data collection from operators 

 Paperless pre-start check system for all plant types 

 Telemetry and GPS tracking 

 Service and maintenance management 

 Cost centre analysis and reporting 

 GPS geo-fence based 

 Operator Entry 

 Production data collection and reporting 

 Onsite speed alerts and reporting 

 Conditional alerts and notifications, daily email reporting. 

 Bespoke and custom solutions, reports and equipment 

 Third party integrations 

 Hazard Avert personal proximity system (protects workers and visitors from collisions 

with equipment) 

 Additional sensors and communication, current implementations include : 

o Engine Fire detection system  

o Thermostats 

o RS485 Bus communication 

o CAN-BUS 

Where our competitors have evolved from garbage truck and domestic vehicle tracking, we have 

built AiR AMS from the ground up specifically for heavy plant and equipment and offer features 

and functionality you simply cannot get with any other product. 
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PROVEN IN THE FIELD 

AiR AMS has hundreds of installed units in Australia and the United States in both large and small 

yards and is a proven solution for your plant and equipment tracking. 

AiR AMS was developed over four years, working with industry leaders in the steel recycling 

industry. It has been built from the ground up to be a tool which both you and your staff will want 

to use. Our hardware is as rugged and hardworking as your equipment so it is ready for any 

industry or challenge. 

Simple Installation 

The system is comprised of a 7” Touchscreen device that is easily installed by an auto electrician 

and in most cases requires only 3 wires to be connected (Power and ignition sense) as shown 

by the install guide below. 

The AiR AMS Device has inbuilt GPS and 3G cellular communications that transmit all data to a 

central server for processing and analysis. 

Data is accessed using a standard web browser through our dedicated portal. 

Custom server installations can be setup for large customers if required. 
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DOWNTIME MANAGEMENT 

Downtime management is not a new concept and businesses have understood the value of 

collecting and analysing downtime reasons for some time, but usually this is only ever done on 

large plant items, collected by hand and entered into spreadsheets or cumbersome production 

systems.  

AiR AMS changes all of that by allowing you to gather this information from any plant item, large 

or small, fixed or mobile. Our system has been fitted to all types of equipment and provides 

valuable information to all areas of the business including operational, production, maintenance, 

senior management and accounting. 

You can now know the reasons why your machines aren’t working. 

By gathering the information directly from the operator, data is accurate and timely. The AiR AMS 

system is intuitive and very simple for operators to use. With thousands of hours of use in the 

field the system has proven effective and easy to use. 

Downtime can be grouped by Plant Area, Delay Type, and Planned / Unplanned for true utilization 

measurement and reporting.  

Each plant or machine type is allocated its own set of delay reasons that are unique to your 

business, and can be updated over the air. 

Our Downtime Management solution can reduce costs and improve profitability. 

 Quickly understand why plant is having utilization issues and reduce downtime by being 

better equipped to manage operations. 

 Identify potential issues with plant by checking downtime frequency and time of plant 

areas. To help keep on top of maintenance issues and reduce wear. 

 Identify possible issues with site layouts caused by safety or other issues. 

 Identify operators who are more efficient. 

 Identify inefficient plant and equipment. 
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Downtime Reporting Samples 

Downtime Analysis 

Trend Analysis 
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KNOW WHERE PLANT IS OPERATING AND WHERE YOUR DOWNTIME OCCURS 
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INDUSTRY LEADING PAPERLESS PRESTART SOLUTION 

AiR AMS now provides customers with a complete paperless pre-start solution for all equipment 

in your fleet. 

This complete solution covers all requirements of record keeping, notifications, reporting and 

delegation of responsibility. 

The advanced pre-start system operates in the following methodology: 

 Daily / Shift based checks entered by machine operator on the machine using 

structured flow :  

 Daily / Standard Checks 

 Critical Checks (Failure requires repair and authorisation) 

 Attachments  

 Fluids and Hour Meter 

 Results are required to be viewed and approved by equipment and maintenance 

managers. 

 PDF version of finalised and approved checks are automatically emailed to your data 

store. 

 Issues / Exceptions are prioritised by maintenance manager into areas including 

service intervals and service module. 

 

Housekeeping and records 

 Real time entry of information. 

 No loss of information. 

 Measure report-to-fix time. 

 Escalate issues that are continually reported and not fixed 

Alerts 

 Manager’s dashboards show plant where pre-starts have and have not been completed 

for the day and where maintenance staff have not scheduled the exceptions. 

 Alerts if machines operating without pre-start checks completed and accepted. 

Savings 

 Keep on top of maintenance issues. 

 Small issues dealt with quicker before they become greater problems. 

 Equipment better maintained for longer life and lower overall costs. 

 Less wear and tear. 

 Service providers save time reducing equipment down time. 

 Operators are more aware that responsibility of damage lies with them. 
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SERVICE MANAGEMENT 

The AiR AMS Service Management Module (SMM) converts your prestart check process from a 

mere formality to a powerful tool which automatically takes the exceptions recorded during the 

prestart checks and prepares them for action.  

The AiR AMS SMM simplifies and streamlines your servicing and maintenance responsibilities 

by tracking when services are due and what tasks need to be done. The SMM is a true alternative 

to a complicated Computerised Maintenance Management System (CMMS) which are only 

available to large companies due to their enormous cost. AiR AMS is simple to use and unlike a 

CMMS, does not require a full time dedicated staff member to operate it. AiR AMS is a fraction 

of the cost, does not charge for per seat access and does not require excessive and specialised 

training. 

Protect your fleet, improve productivity and lower your costs without complexity  

The AiR AMS SMM collects issues and faults which are identified during prestart checks and 

automatically compiles them into a list so when a service is due, the maintenance manager can 

check off the items which need attention. This list can be automatically emailed to service 

providers or internal maintenance staff so they are aware of work that needs doing before they 

arrive on site. 

The SMM provides the ability for maintenance managers to schedule services so that production 

managers and operations staff are aware of when machines and equipment are available.  

By keeping this information within the AiR AMS portal, a complete service history of your 

machines is available at the click of a button, further enhancing service providers ability to 

complete works in a timely and thorough manner with the added benefit of increasing the residual 

value of your plant and equipment. 

  

Make your prestart process work for you 
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PRODUCTION REPORTING 

AiR AMS has inbuilt functionality to allow businesses to monitor production from all types of plant 

and equipment. Our unique customisable interface can gather data directly from the operator in 

real time and utilise a variety of automated data gathering sensors, inputs and interfaces which 

can all be configured to provide real-time production information and analysis. 

Gathered data is delivered to the common AiR AMS portal and analysed with other relevant 

information gathered from telemetry, delay data and maintenance data. 

We understand that businesses have different techniques and reporting expectations for 

measuring production and we can always produce custom reports for your business. 

Some of the reporting AiR AMS currently produces include: 

 Total production, production by product. 

 Production rates over time for total production or by product / item 

 Utilisation, Efficiency and Availability based on production. 

 OEE where inputs are available. 

 Delay information and Planned / Unplanned delay analysis. 

 Analysis by operator, product, plant, site, region or company. 

 Production actual vs target rates / monthly budget analysis. 

AiR AMS reporting can be configured to deliver any report on schedule to the relevant person 

and can be provided in a variety of formats. AiR AMS can also integrate with your existing 

systems to reduce administration time and errors. 

Some of the ways AiR AMS can gather production are: 

 Operator input. 

 Machine or PLC inputs via an independent PLC supplied by AiR AMS  

 Machine inputs directly to the AiR AMS device 

 Custom PCB boards 

Our team has hands on experience working within large organisations and harsh industrial 

environments. AiR AMS has been developed from the ground up with the intention of being able 

to fit into any situation with minimal customizations required. 

Talk to us today about how we can help revolutionise your business and bring accurate data 

quickly to those who need it the most. 
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Production information page sample (as viewed on the portal) 
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Daily Production Report Sample 
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TELEMETRY 

Telemetry is one of the most valuable and useful tools within the asset management toolkit. 

Telemetry is not just GPS tracking, to make this data useful it needs to be processed, stored and 

presented in a way that your business can use it to full advantage.  

Benefits of effective telemetry with fleet management are: 

 Capture unauthorised use, routes, stops and moonlighting. 

 Improve safety by capturing onsite speeding infringements 

 Monitor and manage overtime when it happens 

 Check work hours are actually performed 

 Monitor operator / driver behaviour 

 Combined with our delay management system, track precisely where and when particular 

delays occur. This can help with yard management and other investigations. 

 Cost Centre and Jobs can automatically be assigned by GPS location information. 

 Manage wear and tear on mobile plant undercarriage by understanding how much walking 

they do and implementing reduction policies. 

 Understand utilization of mobile plant and make purchasing and relocation decisions based 

on real world facts. 
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CONTACT 

To learn more about how AiR AMS can make money for your business or for a demonstration 

of our products please contact one of our industry experts today: 

 

AUSTRALIA 

Nick Beentjes 

Product Manager 

Pacific Shredder Pty. Ltd. 

31 Rural Drive, Sandgate, NSW 2304, Australia 

Mobile: +61 435 710 990 (Anytime) 

Office: + 61 2 4967 4955   (Hours Australian Eastern Standard Time 09:00 – 16:00) 

 

USA 

Anthony W. Laslavic 

USA Sales 

AiRAMS Corp. 

223 Boardwalk Dr. Cranberry Twp, Pa.16066 

Cell: 412.444.7500 

 

South Africa 

Ronald Venter 

South Africa Sales 

Expert Mining Solutions 

19 Woltemade Street, Witbank, South Africa 

Mobile: 0826566594 

 

tel:412.444.7500

